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Inside Green by Cisco Our GoalInside Green by Cisco About Inside Green

For The Health Of Our Planet, 
Our Families And Ourselves.

A Life Long Journey

What Is Inside Green?

Since 1990, Cisco has been using sustainable materials and building 
methods to create furniture that is as healthy for you as it is for the 
planet.  Each unique item is built with pride by local craftspeople at 
our headquarters in the heart of Los Angeles.  Every piece, big or small, 
brings timeless style and beauty to your home. 

Cisco’s close ties to family and nature are felt in every design. It is his 
belief that health, happiness and one’s home are all closely related – 
and that his furniture combines these elements in a comfortable and 
responsible way.

In 2005, Cisco took his mission one step further and introduced our 
Inside Green technology. It is the responsible alternative method of 
building furniture entirely made from FSC Certified woods, organic 
latex, jute, hemp, organic cotton and wool. These natural materials are 
not only superior in terms of comfort and lifespan, but are inherently 
flame retardant without the use of chemicals. It is the ultimate choice 
for natural and healthy furniture.

CISCO : INSIDE GREEN

Cisco strives to create heirloom quality furniture with effortless beauty and undeniable comfort. 
We are meticulous in every step to ensure that all of our products enhance the lives of our 

customers while maintaining the upmost respect for the environment. Every aspect of construction, 
sourcing, design and shipping is researched and taken into consideration when introducing a new 

product. Cisco offers the peace of mind that the furniture you own is not only the best looking and 
feeling, but the absolute best you can get for your health and the comfort of your home.

OUR GOAL
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Inside Green by Cisco What’s Inside Matters

WHAT’S INSIDE MATTERS

HOW IT’S MADE MATTERS

The Human Touch

Since 1990, the entire Cisco line is built with pride at our Los Angeles 
factory using age old techniques and practices passed down from 
generation to generation. Our hands on approach to cutting, sewing, 
building and assembling ensures heirloom quality furniture with a 
human touch every time.
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ORGANIC COTTON
—Classic natural fibers

FSC CERTIFIED WOOD
—Responsibly harvested woods

WOOL
—Natural comfort

ORGANIC LATEX
—Natural comfort
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ORGANIC FABRICS

Inside Green by Cisco Organic Fabrics

Gelim White

Molino Cobblestone

Molino Ash Iris Atlantic Blue

Gelim Natural

Molino Dove Grey

Iris Flax

Hanson White

Molino Slate

Molino White

Iris Oyster

Molino Fog

Molino Sand Dune

Iris Cafe

Iris Smoke

 100% Organic Cotton

 100% Organic Cotton

 100% Organic Cotton   100% Organic Linen

 100% Organic Cotton

 100% Organic Cotton

  100% Organic Linen

 100% Organic Cotton

 100% Organic Cotton

 100% Organic Cotton

  100% Organic Linen

 100% Organic Cotton

 100% Organic Cotton

  100% Organic Linen

  100% Organic Linen

Inside Green by Cisco Brothers Ingrediants
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Inside Green by Cisco The Ingredients

INSIDE GREEN — THE INGREDIENTS

Organic Latex

FSC Certified Wood

Jute and Hemp 

Low VOC Wood Stain 

Wool

The most significant change from our regular construction to Inside Green is the cushioning. We remove 
the foam and replace it with organic latex using the Dunlop production process, which is the most energy 
efficient method of producing latex foam. 

A commonly misunderstood material,organic latex is a logical choice for people who have health concerns 
or allergies as it is an antimicrobial material and naturally resists mold and dust mites. Not to be confused 
with synthetic latex, organic latex is inherently hypoallergenic, renewable and biodegradable. Derived 
from the whipped and baked resin of the Hevea tree, latex is the most naturally durable cushioning 
material available. 

The Forest Stewardship Council ensures that the foresting practices at each site must adhere to a set of 
requirements on the rights of indigenous people and workers, and must follow strict guidelines regarding 
environmental impact. Cisco is proud to be a certificate holder (FSC-C002394) and uses FSC woods 
exclusively across our entire line of products. For more information please visit www.us.fsc.org. 

We replace the traditional seating support 
of 8 way hand tied or sinuous spring and use 
jute and hemp in our Inside Green chairs 
and sofas. This traditional and durable 
method, combined with the strength of 
these natural fibers, provides the ultimate 
in comfort, quality and longevity. Jute and 
hemp are both sustainable and grown 
organically by our suppliers. 

Once the right wood is chosen and used to 
build our furniture, applying a responsible 
and healthy stain is a must. We use WOCA 
natural oil stain on all of our tables, chairs 
and wood case goods. WOCA stains are 
plant-based, sustainable, non-polluting 
and contain no artificial pigments or 
preservatives. Along with being a naturally 
durable substance, oil-based stain also 
protects against scratches and indentations 
better than a standard urethane finish. 

 EcoWool is sourced from family farms in Oregon and California and is harvested 
using only the most humane and modern forms of sheep shearing.  The farms follow 
the strictest guidelines of proper grazing methods and healthy veterinary practices. 
They also do not use any chemicals or harmful pesticides in the grazing fields. Once 
the wool has been sheared and gathered, it is skirted and washed in biodegradable 
soaps in machines that run only on recycled water. Our vendors do not practice 
carbonizing, chemical crimping, dipping, bleaching or mulesing EVER. The wool fiber 
is complex in structure and has the natural ability for keeping cool in the summer 
and warm in the winter. It also acts as an air purifier, is resistant to mold and mildew 
and can pass all the fire tests that chemically treated foams must pass with ease. 
EcoWool is as safe if not safer than any of the commercially available foams on the 
market currently and has no negative effects on our health or environment. 

HEALTHY HOME AND BEAUTIFUL DESIGN

Inside Green by Cisco Healthy Home and Beautiful Design

There was a time when “green” furniture was unattractive and most of the time 
uncomfortable. We believe that comfort, beautiful design, social responsibility and 
care for the environment can live in the same room. No more compromise!

O
ur Inside G

reen Technology is the ultim
ate 

choice for natural and healthy furniture.
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